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On the analysis of multi-component incompressible newtonian flow 

Introduction 

In multi-component injection moulding, it is important to model accurately the flow 
patterns which iesüli fïûm the interfixes of cûmpû~e~ts, defined 8s fmv frentv, 
advancing into the mould. At the interface, a surface of discontinuity is formed due to 
the difference of viscosities and densities between the components. This report deals with 
the analysis of the flow problems with a domain which contains discontinuity surfaces 
for one or more of the involved variables. The goal of this work is to invest the 
possibilities of a numerical method for calculating the multi-component injection 
moulding, which does not require remeshing or any other type of method for repeated 
mesh definition as the domain of one or both of concerned materials changes with time. 
Moreover, theory and applications here are restricted to isothermal problems. Other 
simplifications, which are introduced for convenience, are that the flow is incompressible 
and newtonian. 

The first chapter of this report gives a description of governing equation for flow in a 
domain with discontinuous surfaces. 

The second chapter describes the finite element formulation. 

The third chapter discusses the problems concerning the description of front and the 
implementation of the program. 

The fourth chapter shows the numerical results and compares them with experimental 
results. 
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CHAPTER 1 
1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter firstly the time rate of volume integral of continuous function 4(X,t) over 
volume V(t) is introduced, then the governing laws for volumes with surfaces of 

discontinuous parts which have the measure O in volume measurement. Since the 
measure is O in discontinuous parts, therefore, any volume integral over discontinous 
parts is also O. Finally, complete governing equations for incompressible newtonian flow 
with surfaces of discontinuity are derived. 

*. -î-z---J ï.-- A:--:J:-- +Ln c r n l r t m n a  intn t h o  cEm nf pnntiniinlis n2rts 2nd ascontinuity art: u w v w  U J  ~ v l u l l 1 5  Iizlc vuIuIubu Auvv uIIu u AAA VA vvA-v--_---.. r -- 

1.2 Governing laws for volumes with surfaces of discontinuity 

Consider a function 6(x,t) defined in a material volume V(t) with boundary S(t). Let fl 
and I’ be the spatial volume and surface which coincide with V(t) and S(t) respectively 
at time instant t. The rate of volume integral of Q1(”.,t) to time over volume V(t) is given 
by following (Batchelor, 1967) 

with u the local velocity and 2 the outward normal vector of surface r. In the absence of 
any discontinuity of #(z,t) in the volume V(t), eq(l.1) can be transformed into 

Application of Gauss theorem to eq(1.2) yields 

Tkm for m y  conserved qumtity [#(X,t)dQ ,a differential form of (1.3’) can be derived as 
G 2 +(V.+G)= o in fl (1.4) 
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In the case that 4(z,t) is not a continuous function in 52, the transformation from (1.1) 
to (1.2) does not apply to  this situation since 8 is not defined at a spatial point where 4 
is discontinuous. In order to deal with volume V(t) in which a finite number of surfaces 
can be defined on which 4 is discontinuous, the following assumptions are made ( see also 
Fig.1.1 - ) 

1) It is assumed that V(t) can be divided into a finite number N(t) of 
sub-vo1umes Vk(t) on which 4 is continuous and discontinuous parts vd which 

has the O measure, thus any integral over such volume is O. 

V,(t) f l  Vl(t) = fl V k,l 5 N(t) and k # 1 (1.5) 

Fig. 1.1 Volume V(t) divided into subvolumes Vk(t) 
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2) The boundary Sk(t) of each subvolume can be divided into a finite number of 

surfaces Skl(t) defining the connections with subvolumes Vl(t). 

For convenience, a connection parameter Ckl(t) is defined in such a way that 

if v J t j  and V,(tj are connected 
n -  . 1 

if Vk(t) and Vl(t) are not connected 

From the definition, we notice Ckl'Clk 

The boundary of subvolume Vk(t) then can be written as 

1 =1 

By definition, Ckk'í and Skk(t) is the boundary part of Vk(t) not connected 

to any other subvolume. Notice this Skk(t)=û for a volume vk(t)  means 

volume Vk(t) is completely surrounded by other volumes. 

3)  Each surface Skl(t) is assumed to move with a, not necessarily material, 

bounded velocity gkl and, moreover, the outward normal i$1 on this surface 

points from subvolume Vk(t) into subvolume vl(t). By definition, the outward 

normal Ïik1 points out off the volume Vk(t). 

If, at time t, Qk coincides with v&t)  (k = 1,2, ... N(t)=N) and î k l  coincides with Skl(t) 

(k,l= 1,2, ... N) the following can be derived by adding each subvolume integral over V(t): 
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Using &J @di2 = O ,the equation (1.7) becomes 

'd 

In order to be able to apply Gauss divergence theorem this is written as 

kl 

so 

'kl  

And the aid of 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 
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Equation (1.10) changes to 

(1.13) 

This equation can be used to derive the conservation laws for volumes with discontinuity 
surfaces. 

For material bounded interfaces I'M between the components (&'Gu=tlk) the 

boundary integral in (1.13) vanishes. In case of multicomponent flow interfaces are 
material bounded and since (1.13) must hold for 251 materid volumes V(t>, it is 
equivalent to  

The principle of conservation of mass reads: 

Using equation (1.14) this can be formulated as 

Which can be lead to differential form 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 
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The velocity tk can be assumed to be continuous for both normal and tangential 

components, thus no slip between the components or the wall and the components 
(Batchelor, 1976); so we finally end up with 

with pk a function which is discontinuous over the interfaces rk l  

For incompressible components, pk is constant, it follows V.; = O 

The principle of linear momentum reads: 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

with ? the specific external body force and t' the external surface loads acting on V(t) at 
time t. Using equation (1.13) with 4 = p; the left-hand side of (1.19) can be written as 

(1.20) 

The right-hand side of (1.19) can be rewritten using 2 = c.2 . In order to apply Gauss's 
divergence theorem, allowing surface tension to exist, the Cauchy stress tensor IT is not a 
continuous function in fl, so V.IT is not defined on the interfaces rkl, the right-hand side 

of (1.13) is writtm as 

7 



(1.21) 

-3 -3 + 
Using Fkl=rlk, nu= -nlk and similar definition [[a]]k1.2kl = a .n + a .n this kl kl Ik Ik 
yields 

N 

k=l  
dp?dn +[Idr = 1 (pk?k + V.a)dn 

'k 

(1.22) 

Ikl V l#k 

Combining (1.20) and (1.22) into (1.19) yields 

+ + -+  + N N  
- X X CHI [[pu(g-~)]]~.n~dI 'dR =O 

k=l  l=k+ 1 
rkl 

(1.23) 

Again for material bounded integrals rkl (&+&1k) and using the continuity 

equation (1.18) iogetheî with 

(1.24) 
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Equation (1.23) changes to 

N N  r 
(1.25) 

kl V l f k  

Assuming the interfaces to be impermeable membranes without external supplies the 
integrl [[ci]]kl& = aM.nkl- alk’nkl (notice nkl=-ï$k) is a resultant tension force 

between the components in 

+ -t 4 

and Q1 (Batchelor, 1967), and is often written as 

(1.26) 

where R1 and R2 are the raduis of curvature of the interface in any two orthogonal 

planes containing 

for 

The local balance equation will be 

, and Akl the surface tension. In order equation (1.23) to  be hold 

materid volumes V(t) and again assuming zk to be continuous over the interface. 

(1.27) 

Together with the interface ielations (1.26). The to td  set of equations for the 
mnlti--comgo~.,ents fiow, sssumlng the density pk to be constant in each component is 

given by 
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V k,l(N,Ckl=l l#k 

(1.28a) 

(1.28b) 

(1.28d) 

In the next paragraph this set will be completed with the constitutive equation and 
suitable boundary conditions 
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1.3 Multi-component incompressible newtonian flow at low kynolds numbers 

In this study we restrict ourself to incompressible newtonian flow at low reynolds and 
large Strouhal numbers, therefore, both the convective and instationary inertia terms 
can be neglected, moreover, the constitive equation is given by 

uk = -PI + 2qk D in fik 

with D the rate of deformation tensor defined as 

D = 3Vrf +(Vut)'} 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 

and qk the dynamic viscosity of component k . Subs 

with interface relations 

[[ ù I1 = 0 

itution into (1.28a) yields 

kiss 

(1.31) 

V k,l<N, k#l (1.32) 

The following boundary conditions can be supplied: 
-> 

4 +  

P 
u = u  

+ 
on "u =O:no-slip condition, rf #O:inflow condition) 1 ( P  P 

- t +  (cr.n).ti = O 

(c.n).t2 = O 

(aan) = O  on r2 (symmetry condition) 

( a n >  = 0 

+ +  

-# + 
on r3 (outflow condition) (1.33) 
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-) t .(j=1,2) the orthonormal tangential vector on r . 
J 

also other boundary conditions can be incorporated ( Girault and Raviart, 1979) as in 
one-component flow problems. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 Finite dement formulation 

In order to derive a finite element formulation of equation (1.31) to (1.33), the following 
..sreak ferm is comidered= For the convenience we restrict ourseif to homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, we have 

find ($,p) E VxQsuch tha t  

V k<N and V 7 E V 

V k<N and V q E Q 

Integration by parts yields 

4 VEV 

J + +  k < N  rkl  

o: (d  + c  v )  dR =Ipk?.;dn + (o.n).vdI' v 
1=1 n 

V k l N  ,qEQ (V.{)qdQ = O 
'k 

4 

Substitution of 7, = û ,o = -PI + 2qkD ,D($):(V?)'=D(rt):D($) gives 
1 

. J ( ~ . i ) u ) q d ~  = 0 

'k 
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Finally a full element formulation can be found by substitution of the following 
approximat ions 

Moreover the volumes nk axe devided into M dements 52, such that U am = U Rk 

m=l,M and the boundaries rkl  coincide with element boundaries. Then we end up with 

m k 

M [ 277kD(Gh) : D (  jh)-p h V.V +h ]do= L' J pk? .?dil -JCml A(B+R->dI' 

J(V.Gh)qdn = O 
n 

m = l n  1 2  
m m rm 1 M 

m = l  
V QhNh and  p h e Q h  

where rmE corresponds with the boundaries which the interfaces lie on, and two finite 

dimensional spaces choosen from 

leading to 

S u + L  T p = f - s  - - -  

Lu = 0 - 
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with 

m l  1 

without surface tension this leads to exactly the same equation as found for 
one-components flow but here the viscosity 77 and density p discontinuously depend on 
the position vector x . Moreover, these discontinuity surfaces should coincide with 
element boundaries. In the next paragraph the first approch, which violate the condition 
that the discontinuity surfaces should coincide with element boundaries, to this kind of 
equations will be discussed. 
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2.2 The simulation of discontinuity surface 

As indicated in the previous paragraph multi-component newtonian flow without 
surface tension results in a set of finite element equations which is equivalent to the set 
that can be derived for one-component flow except for the fact that the surfaces of 
discontinuity in V3scusity a ì d  density ;;.,fist c~ilicide with dement boundaries. This then 
results in a method with an adaptive mesh following these surfaces. In this paragraph we 
will discuss the possibilities to violate these conditions and to approximate the 
discontinuities with continuous functions with a very steep gradient. Due to the local 
character of the basis functions, one may expect that this viscosity-smoothing technique 
has only a local influence on the solution depending on the jump [[q]]. . ,the local mesh 

size h and positions of the surfaces of discontinity. 
IJ 

2 In order to  get an idea on the influence, we use function f=x as an example to calculate 

2 exact integration Ia= 7i, (x)x dx and I (Gaussian Integration) in one-dimensional case, 

without losing any generality, a=O is used for integration 

Th a 

x<xd 

72 x’xd 
and Xd the position of surface of discontinuity (see Fig.2.1) with q(x)= 

Fig.2.1 One-dimension integration interval [a,a+h] 

The calculation results are listed in table 2.1 . The Xd p i t i o n  used in ifitegration is xi 

which equal x = x  -E with 1 im S=O in order to had the maximiani difference of 

integration 

d g  x +x 
d g  

1 6  



Table 2.1 

Position of surface Ia g 
I I -I 

a g  

- 
Xd=Xg2 

ql+ 7 9  j 
24 

- 3 Xd=Xg3 h (0.69q1+0.357q2) 

h3( O .003q1+0.3q2) h3 (0.036 ql-O .O08 q2) 

h 3 (0.57q1+0.14q2) 

3 From error term I -I , it can be seen the influence depends on the local mesh size h , as 

for the integrals I, and I , the values of q and the function. In case of quadratic basis 
a e ;  

g 

J 2  3 function the error will depend on h for integration qV ude If q1>>q2 the influence of 
e 

1 q2 on error term can be droped, in this case use 2(ri1+q2) to replace q1 on points which 

the surfaces of discontinuity cross will smooth the gradient of q and decrease the error 
term. Besides that, in a pratical system, a real fluid discontinuity in fluid properties can 
not exist for finite periods of time, for viscous, heat conduction, and mass diffusion 
effects tends to smooth out such discontinuity, therefore, use mean viscosity in the 
int erface seems more reasonable. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.1 The arithmetic of numerical simulation 

Based on the solution of the full Navier-Stokes equation or Stokes equation depending 
on the Remldes numher, the dg~rit~hrn consists of building up the initial conditions for a 
given problem such as mesh generation, problem definition, initial interface definitions 
and input of necessary parameters, then building system equation and solve it for each 
time step. 

At each time step, the flow front is build up based on its previous position and its 
advancing velocity according to the previous solution. In order to ensure conservation of 
mass, an adaptive scheme of flow front is employed which is consistant with the 
boundary conditions. 

The flow chater of the program is showed as following 

Initializat ion 
Array declaration, open necessary files and build up working vectors 

Read the mesh and the problem 
Read mesh file or generate mesh file, read problem file 

Calculate parameters 
Calculate the domain size, time step and other parameters 

Build up initial front 
The initial front was labled and stored in the working vector 

Loops over time steps 

Advance front and mark passed area 
Continuity check 
Build up system and solve it 

Table 3.1 The flow of the program 
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3.2 The flow interface simnlation in 2D 

The flow interfaces are assumed to lie on nodal points across the mesh and marked with 
the number which can be used to recognize the material state of interfaces. To 
distinguish the interfaces of components, each nodal point in the mesh is labled with a 
rnsr-4~~ which can be used to recognize its material phase, moreover, the points which 
the interfaces lie on are also labled with a sequence number which will used in interface 
propagation. For example(see Fig.3.1). Suppose there are two kinds of material (ml,m2) 
which need to  be distinguished, the nodal points which filled with material m l  are 
marked with number 1, and other nodal points marked with number O . The points 
which interface of material ml and material m2 lies on are marked from 1 to N 
sequentially, N is the total number of nodal points on the interface. Since in numerical 
integration both nodal points and Gauss intergration points can be used in the 
integration, in later case, e.g when the element boundary is curved, the Gauss point's 
material phase is represented by the nearest nodal points. 

\ O  * front point 

----------- -------. 

I o 

' 
" 

,' ,." 
-------_--____ ------ 

i+3 

O 
"" 'i ' ----- -------_______ 

Fig.3.P The material phase and the interface representation 
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3.3 Propagation of the interfaces 

The propagation of the interfaces is based on their previous position and their previous 
velocity of each material components. 

it Xi+& + i p t  
(3 . ì )  

4 Here xi+l the new position of front at i+l time step, 

time step, 

The difficulty of propagation is to update the spatial sequence number of the nodal 
points which the new interfaces lie on. After the calculation of the new positions of the 
fronts, the new fronts then are adjusted to the nearest nodal points(see Fig.3.2). 

the position of front at previous 

the velocity of front at previous time step and At  time step. 

* 

Fig.3.2 Adjust front to the nearest nodal point 

* calculated position 

$ adjusted position 

For points which the new fronts are passing by, they are detected out and marked to a 
same material number. To update the new front spatial sequence number, there are two 
situations need to deal with 

20 



the two new positions goes to the same point. see Fig.3.3a 

lost points i+ï  i+2 i+3 .., 
depends on the new position 
of previous i+2 point 

Fig.3.3a The two new positions in the same point 

between the two new positions, there are other points. In this case points must 
be added to the front in order to keep the accuracy. see Fig.3.3b 

i+l - - i+3 

Added points i+ l  i+2 

Fig.3.3b Add points in front 
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The area which the fronts are passing through must be updated to same component 
marker. see Fig.3.4 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

+ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

\\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

will be marked with * 

Fig.3.4 The marking of the passing area 

3.4 The continuity condition checking 

The continuity checking is based on the total inflow volume in certain time step 
Ttshould equal to the area which have been marked at Tt. The difference in volume is 

transformed to extra inflow time which can be used adjust the inflow volume at next 
time. 

At the next time step the advancing time used in calculation will be Tt+At 
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3.5 Assignment of viscosity and density 

In order to  simulate the discontinuity between the different components, different 
viscosity and density must be assigned to its correspondent material phase. This can be 
done depending on each point's material number which is defined on the whole mesh.(see 
Fig.3.4 and Fig.3.5) 

* * * * material 1 

$ material 2 
Interface i 

$ 
$ 

$ 

73- # material 3 
# Interface 2 

# 

# 
# 

# # 
# % material 4 

Fig.3.5 Assignment of viscosity and density 

Since the assignment of viscosity and density are carried out point by point, therefore, 
the program can handle complicated geometry, and multi-segment interface. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 The model used in calculation 

In order to test the utility of program several calculations are made which are showed in 
fooiiowing 
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The following model is used in calculation and experiments. 

+ upper outlet 

- lower outlet 

< 6 > 

Fig.4.1 The model for calculation 

For the convenience to compare results, the average inlet velocity U. = 1, the width of 

inlet equals D=l ,  the length of mould equals L=6, The penalty number E for calculation 
is le-û. 

Fig.4.2 The mesh used in computation 

In polymer injection moulding process the typical characteristic value of variables are 

8 2 vp= 10 NS/m 
2 va= 10 NS/m 

b = 10 N/kg 
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3 3 pp= 10 kg/m 
pa=  IO-^^^/^ 3 

U = m/s 
D = m 

2 

Pa=10 4 N/m 2 

L = 0.06 m 

The Reynolds number is R e = c ,  here Re:1O4. With low Reynolds number droping 

convective term causes little influence on the solution . Therefore instead of solving 
Navier-Stokes equation, Stokes equation equation is solved to decrease computation 
time. At interface, the surface pressure condition introduce 

77 

* * * 
with P characterized pressure, 77 characterized viscosity and R characterized 
curvature radii, the three parameters are 

Cavitation number: 

Froude numbes: 

Weber number : 

U2 Fr=z 

Of these three paraineteïs, only Froude and Weber nxmher we concerned hese. The 
Froiide mmher characterizes the bodyforce effect, the Weber number characterizes the 
surface tension effect, since ( is typically small, We is very large and hence has negligible 
effect unless L is very small or the curvature radii (Rx ,R ) are very small. It follows 

that surface tension is important only for low velocities in physically small free-surface 
flows. e.g. liquid filament jets, tiny hydraulic models, or capillary flow. 

Y 
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4.2 The influence of convective term and bodyforce term 

a) The bodyforce effect 

As stated above when compare with viscous force, the convection term and bodyforce 
term has little influence. However? if the viscous force of fluids decrease to the same 
order of bodyforce, the bodyforce effects are significant. The following solution was 
calculated by solving Stokes equation with bodyforce and without bodyforce. The data 
used in computation are : 

4 2 high viscosity 7 =10 NS/m 
2 low viscosity va=10 NS/m 

3 3 high density p =10 kg/m 

P 

P 
low density pa=103kg/m 3 

bodyforce b =10 N/kg 

The bodyforce direction is against flow direction. (a)ST-EQ without bodyforce, 
(b) S T-E Q with bodyforce 

Fig.4.3 The pressure contour 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.4.4 The high viscous part velocity 

(a) (b) 
Fig.4.5 Streamline relative to average flow 

.. .. 

Fig.4.6 The filling patern 
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Compare above results when the bodyforce term has the same order as viscous force, the 
pressure gradients almost linearly across the fiow front and flow front is little steep in 
the case of high viscosity has the same order as air pressure and without bodyforce. In 
both cases the velocity field and streamline shows no difference. 

h) The convective eflects 

If the Renolds number Re=UDp/v is large enough, one can always skip the convective 
term without much influence on the solution, which speeds up the process of numerical 
analysis since the nonlinear convective term needs some kind of iteration to simulate. In 
the case of viscous term and convective term has the same order, the difference is 
significant. Fig.4.7 - Fig.4.9 show some results from solving Stokes equation (a) ST-EQ 
and Navier-Stokes equation without bodyforce (b) NS-EQ, the parameters are same as 
used in the above calculation. 

(a> (b) 
Fig.4.7 The pressure contour 

Compare the following pressure with Fig.4.7 , which from solving Stokes equation 
without bodyforce. 

Fig.4.7a The pressure contour from ST-EQ without bodyforce 
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Fig.4.8 The filling patern 

Fig.4.9 The velocity field 
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4.3 The eff'ects of low and high viscosity 

Suppose Gland G2 are velocity solution for the high and low viscosity phase, in case of 

solving Stokes equation, one can write 

2-+ OP.. = q-9 u, 1 1 -  1 
VP2 = q2V2G2 

The above first one substract second one leads 

From eq(4.3) it is clear to see the ratio of viscosity q2/q1 and high viscosity together 

determine the pressure gradients difference. Only if the ratio of viscosity q2/ql is small 

enough, then the pressure difference is mainly determined by high the viscosity. In this 
way, we can simulate the free surface problems provided that the surface tension effect is 
taken accout at the interface. 

The following calculations verified above analysis. 
Fig.4.10 shows the results of solving Stokes equation with only changing low viscosity 
others remains same with q =10 NS/m , p=10 kg/m , b=O 6 2 3 3 

P 
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3 4 2 
Fig.4.10a Pressure contour qa=10 NS/m2 Fig.4.10b Pressure contour va=10 NS/m 

Fig.4.10~ The filling patern,streamline 
3 2 with va=10 NS/m 

Fig.4.lOd The filling patern 
with q = l O  NS/m 4 2 

3 2 
Fig.4.lOe Velocity field qa=10 NS/m 

4 2 Fig.4.lOf Velocity field r] ,=lO NS/m 
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Fig.4.11 shows the results from solving Stokes equation with only changing 3 high 
viscosity, others remains unchanged with qa=10 NS/m2, p=10 kg/m , b=O 

5 3 

9 2 Fig.4.lla Pressure contour q =10 NS/m P 

- 
6 2 Fig.4.llb Pressure contour q P =10 NS/m 

Fig.4.11~ Filling patern and streamline 
9 2 withq =10 NS/m P 

Fig.4.lld Filling patern 
with q P =10 NS/m 6 2 

9 2 Fig.4.lle Velocity field q =10 NS/m P 
6 2 Fig.4.llf Velocity field q P =10 NS/m 
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Fig.4.12 demonstrate the results from solving ST-EQ without bodyforce under the same 
viscosity ratio but different viscosity combination. 

I " 

Fier.4.12a The pressure contour Fig.4.12b The pressure contour 
6 2 2 with q =10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) 

P 

- 
9 5 2 

v 

with q =10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) P 

Fig.4.12d Filling patern and streamline 
with q -10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) 6 2 2 

P- 

Fig.4.12~ Filling patern and streamline 
9 5 2 with q =10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) 

P 

I - 
Fig.4.12e The velocity field 

9 5 2 with q =10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) 
P 

Fig.4.12f The velocity field 
6 2 2 with q =10 , qa=10 (NS/m ) 

P 
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4.4 The influence of outlet boundary condition 

The boundary condition plays an important role in the solving process. Since the method 
employed here need to solve governing equation for both phases, the outlet condition will 
influence the nearest phase slightly. In case of injection the outlet was simulated by a 
small air vent: from the caicuiaeion it is showed c.nagint; p u ; t i V I L  
influence the results very much, only in final stage the position of outlet is important to 
the filling patern. 

-x -- L-- -A-- A- A ;r rrnn+ A n p p  nn) 2xA uvvy 

Fig.4.13 shows at early stage of filling, the outlet position exerts no infiuence on 
solution. The right side plots are the results of upper outlet position, the left side plots 
are the results of lower outlet position. 

.. 

Fig.4.13a The pressure contour 

" 

Fig.4.13b The filling patesn 
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I - 
Fig.4.13~ The streamhe 

Fig.4.13d The velocity field 

Fig.4.14 demonstrates at final stage of filling because of different outlet position, the 
calculated filling patern changes, some part of the mould can not be filled. The right 
side plots are the results of upper outlet position, the left side plots are the results of 
lower outlet position. 

I " 
I I I I I I 

Fig.4.14a The pressure contour 
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" 

Fig.4.14b The filling patern 

Fig.4.14d The velocity field 
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4.5 The Experimental and calculation front 

To compare with experiment results from observation of injected dyed line in the 
7 2 3 3 glycerol, the calculation parameters are q =q -10 NS/m , p =p =10 kg/m , 

b=-lON/kg (agaist flow direction) 
P a- P a  

Fig.4.15a The filling patern from calculation 

not yet done. 

Fig.4.15b The filling patern from experiment 

4.6 Conclusions 

The numerical model build up here can be used to predict flow field, flow front 
movements and pressure gradient distribution. The advantage of this method is that in 
the solving process one do not need any kind oÍ repeated mesh definition, since it gives 
posiibility to assign viscosity and density points to points, therefore, it can deal with 
complicated geometry for multi-component injection, blends and free surface problems 
common in polymer processing. 
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